As you become one of the elite by arriving at the rank of Executive Producer, we have the honor of accessorizing your success with the stunning cornerstone pieces of the Paparazzi recognition program. These beautifully hand-crafted necklaces are custom made with gorgeous sterling silver chains and feature a variety of delicate Swarovski crystals. Each one fashionably indicates the milestone it represents, allowing you to showcase your achievement with elegance; whether it’s adorning your neckline or shimmering proudly in its velvet-lined display box.
**Executive Producer**

To signify your arrival as one of elite, you will receive the gorgeous Executive Producer recognition piece. Almost as impressive as your new milestone within Paparazzi, this stunning necklace features a cluster of sparkling Swarovski crystals that delicately hang from the custom-designed circular center piece. Three flawless crystals climb one side of the chain while the Executive Producer insignia lies on the other.

**A-Lister**

If you think Hollywood A-Listers get spoiled, just wait till you see the way we decorate our Paparazzi A-Listers! The A-Lister recognition piece was designed to sparkle with Swarovski crystals of varying shapes and sizes - including edgy geometric crystals unique to the A-Lister ranks. Three of these eye-catching gems adorn one side of the necklace while intricate chains and smaller crystals decorate the other. The title of A-Lister is elegantly displayed at the bottom, with gorgeous cascading crystals creating a dazzling centerpiece.

**Fashionista**

Jet-black Swarovski crystals add an air of mystique to the delicate femininity of the Fashionista recognition necklace. Beautiful beveled circles of the highest quality crystal decorate the neckline opposite the bold Fashionista emblem while varying lengths of sterling silver chain add dramatic effect to the exquisite bundle of crystals that anchor this extraordinary piece.

**Maven A-Lister**

As a Maven A-Lister, your team looks to you as a trendsetter. You are fiercely fashionable and the recognition piece you receive as a Maven A-Lister reflects that. Varying sizes of chic geometric Swarovski crystals decorate the neckline created by dainty links of sterling silver chain. Assorted sizes of crystals are suspended from the brilliant statement piece that prominently and elegantly displays your achievement. Eye-catching and modern, this stunning accessory of success definitely makes a statement.
ACCESSORIZING your Success

Executive Producer

- Access to Elite Services
- Welcome Bag
- Cornerstone Recognition Necklace

Fashionista

- Personalized Gift
- Cornerstone Recognition Necklace

A-Lister

- Celebrity Swag Bag
- Cashmere Scarf
- Professional Photo Shoot
- Cornerstone Recognition Necklace